
Cancer  

- Cancer is uncontrolled growth (part of you not growing properly) 

- Hyper-proliferative lesion – benign (grow to certain point and then stop) 

- Hyper-proliferative lesion – malignant (skin mends together)  

- Top 2 ways to die: 

1) heart disease  27% 

2) cancer   22.9%  

- Cancer is more common in men than women (women lead healthier lifestyle) 

- Cancer rarely ever happen until age 35 

- To survive cancer you need to be young and detected early 

 

- Normal cells become cancerous 

Cancer cells grow a lot, suck up nutrients 

Becomes a parasite in your body and when you can’t support you cells and cancer cells with 

nutrients you die  

- Normal cells about 50 times (after that it dies)  

- Normal cells also only divide on command  

 

- Cancer cells divide continuously  

- More than 50 cell divisions (immortal)  

- Immortal cells are called “HeLa” cells from Henrietta Lacks when her tumour was removed the 

cells didn’t die 

- Malignant cells are mobile 

- Cancer cells require 20 years to develop 

Requires 8-10 mutations to occur for cancer to occur in the same cell  

 

- Cell division is regulated in 2 ways  

1) Stimulation (accelerator)  

2) Repression (brakes)  

- With cancer there is no repression so cells don’t stop growing  

- Apoptosis = program cell death (self-destruct cell) happens in healing wound, tries to protect 

body from viruses and cancer (by killing cell you kill virus)  

- In tumors, they lose ability to self-destruct and body can’t protect itself from harmful cells in the 

body  

Codons 

- 3 letters from the gene to create an amino acid 

- Sequence of amino acid determines protein structure 

- Mutation is the wrong letter (typo) in amino acid sequence 

 

- Oncogenes are more genetically susceptible to mutations  



- Red-haired people are more susceptible to skin cancer because of fair skin  

 

- Most cancer caused by controllable factors (ex. tobacco, diet, obesity, alcohol, lack of exercise)  

Tobacco  

- Contains 400 toxic chemicals (at low doses) has 4800 chemicals 

- Nicotine is addictive 

- Carcinogens in tobacco – polonium 210 (comes from ocean to fertilizer to plant)  

- Alpha radiation is safe outside body but when smoking it gets into the body (where its 

dangerous)  

- People used to use radioactive sparkplugs  

- Polonium 210 is a poison (need nuclear reactor to get)  

When burning it, it turns into vapour but when it’s in the body it cools down and hardens 

This concentrates the radiation of Polonium 210  

Diet and Obesity  

- We cook food for safety and taste (if bacteria is eating raw meat and we eat it, we get bacteria)  

- Cooking generates nasty material too (creates carcinogens Benozyne)  

- Vegetables and fruits protect us (activate phase 2 by metabolism -> this stops carcinogens’ 

chemicals from mutating carcinogens)  

- Fiber promotes passage of waste, gets rid of shit you can’t digest and other stupid chemicals out 

of your body  

- Obesity increases risk for everything (trying to maintain bigger body with average maintenance)  

- Pre-prepared food (fast food) get higher fat intake 

Viruses (15% of cancer deaths)  

- High risk viruses target (human self-destruct cells protein)  

Alcohol  

Ethyl alcohol -> acetaldehyde* -> acetic acid  

* problem (it’s a carcinogen, aldehydes are powerful carcinogens)  

Lack of Exercise  

UV Light Exposure 

- Skin cancer  

Environmental Exposure  

- Low percentage of getting cancer from pesticides 

- Most dangerous carcinogens are from nature 



X-Rays and Chemo 

- Started off as 50% survival rate and now at 60% survival rate  

- Cancer hard to target 

- Abnormal human protein 

- Poor drug -> can’t block protein, drug has to ‘know’ which cells are cancerous  

- Normal cells have 23,000 genes only 8 or 10 have changed into cancer cells 

- Chemo side effects are death, cancer, extreme nausea, hair loss, immune suppression, sterility 

(at least 1 side effect 100% guaranteed)  

 

- Nitrogen mustard (mustard gas from WWI) causes destruction of cells  

- Survivors of mustard gas had fewer white blood cells 

- Mustard gas -> DNA damage -> cell death 

- Changed chemical formula 

- Mustine –> DNA damage -> tumor cell death  (fast growth can’t fix damage because it’s too busy             

                       Normal cell                                                                                                                  growing) 

                       DNA repair  

- If given too much normal cells will get damaged and can’t fix ti 

- By damaging DNA in normal cells they can mutate and cause cancer 

- Plan by this: kill cancer faster than it kills the patient 

 

- Electric current + oxygen kills tumour cells (targets them kill all first cells) 

- Cisplatin activates when in cancer cells  

 

- Yew trees used as poison for centuries (poison can be medication)  

- Bark: found to be cytotoxic (contains tumor/cancer cells) can kill cancer 

- Taxol was chemical in Yes tree effective at fighting breast cancer 

- Taxol is complex molecule therefore we can’t make it synthetically) 

- Would take too many trees to produce worldwide medicine 

- Yew tree is rare and grow really slow so they can’t get it 

- Taxus baccata is in European Yew (found in needles of tree)  

- This is close enough to taxol to make it synthetically reproducible  

- Semi-synthesis (get complicated part from nature, the rest you synthesize)  

 


